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Abst rac t - -G iven  a finite hypergraph H = (V, E) and, for each e E E, a collection of nonempty 
subsets 1re of e, MSbius inversion is used to establish a recursive formula for the number of connected 
components of the hypergraph H = (V, ~JeeE we). As shown elsewhere, this formula is an essential 
ingredient in the context of a certain divide-and-conquer strategy that allows us to define a dynamical 
programming scheme solving Steiner's problem for graphs in linear time (however, with a constant 
depending hyperexponentially on their tree width). (~) 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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In [1], a basic d iv ide-and-conquer st rategy for solving Steiner's problem for graphs (cf. [2-5]) 
is presented leading to a dynamical  programming scheme which solves this problem in linear 
t ime (however, wi th a constant depending hyperexponent ia l ly  on the graph's  tree width).  In the 
present note, we supply the proof  for an enumerat ion theorem that  plays a crucial role in that  
paper. To fix ideas, consider 
• a hypergraph H = (V, E) ,  consisting of a finite vertex set V and a col lection E of nonempty 
subsets of V, 
• a subset U of V (being the empty  set in the most basic and interest ing case to be consid- 
ered), 
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• a hierarchy ~ of subsets of E (that is, a collection of nonempty subsets of E with F1 nF2 E 
{0, F1, F2} for all F1, F2 E ~') that contains E as well as all one-element subsets of E, and 
• a (possibly empty) collection 1re of nonempty subsets of e, one for each e E E. 
For every collection r of subsets of V, put 
7rmi n :=  {A e r l #{A' E ~ I @ # A' c_ A} = I} 
and define the set Iro(r) of connected components of r by 
Ir0(lr) := {W C_ U~r I WAA E {@,A}, for all A E lr} , 
rain 
(with UTr := UAe. A, of course). Furthermore, define W ~ and r lw  for every subset W of V by 
W ~ := wuU{A e l r  I anw ¢ 0} 
and 
~rlw := {An W I A ~ ~r, AAW ~@}, 
and note that U ~r C_ B for some B _C V obviously implies 
wlw -- rlwnB. (1) 
Next, associate to every F E ~" 
• the subset 
F:= {F' e .7 : I#{F"  egClF '  C_F" C_F}=2} 
of ~', 
• the collection 
of subsets of U F, 
• the subset 
of V, and 
• the (possibly empty) collection 
~ := 7rFIOuF 
of (pairwise disjoint and nonempty) subsets of OuF. 
Using this terminology, the result that plays a crucial role in [1] reads as follows. 
THEOREM. 
(i) For every F in ~'* := {F E YI#F > 1}, one has 
(ii) The number #1r~ of connected components of UeeE ~'~ spBts into a sum of nonnegative 
integers related to #re (UF, e£ ~'F u') and #~'g according to the identity 
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PROOF. Note first that, given any collection r of nonempty subsets of V and any subset W of V 
with A A A ~ C_ W for any two distinct subsets A, A ~ in zr, it is straightforward to show that the 
identity 
to (Tr )={AEr lAnW=O}0{S ~[BETro(zr lw)} 
holds. It follows immediately that 
#~ro (~) = # {A E 7r I w n A = 0} + #to  ( r lw) ,  (2) 
as well as 
to ( ' lw)  = to (~)Iw, 
must hold in this case. 
Next, note that F E ~'* implies F = UF'eF F' ,  and therefore, 
(3) 
for 
as well as 
7r:----- U 7rF,, 
F 'EF  
F 'EF  F 'EF  
Hence, 
holds for 
~:= U o,,~'=~o U (UF'oU(~-F')). 
F'E__F F 'EF  
Similarly, F E ~'* and F' ,  F"  E _F implies 
6' uU~,)~ ~.~,, ~_ 6, uU,9 o 6' u u~,,) 
(4) 
and hence, 
Ou F' C ( u u U F' ) n W c_ Ou F', 
i.e., 
o,,~, = (~uU~, )  ~ .  
Thus, noting that U 7rF, C_ B := U U U F '  obviously holds, we get 
r~,  = cry,, Io,.,(r') = ¢r r ' lw  
in view of (1), and hence, 
~,~ = U ~F, = U ,~,. 
F' E__F W F' EF 
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Moreover, (4) also implies that 
AriA 'C_W= U OvF' 
F'EF 
holds for every F E ~'* and all distinct A, A' E I r  = UF 'eF  ~F' which, in view of (2) and (3), 
implies that 
¢o (~rlw) = ¢o (~)Iw, 
as well as 
#~F = #~0 (~) 
= #{A e r ] WnA = {~} + #lro(lr[w) 
= ~ (#~rf, -- # {A e ~rf, [ W n A ~ •}) + #1to (Ir[w) 
F'EF 
= ~ (#~rF, -- #rF, lw) ÷ #1to (~lw)  
F'EF 
F'EF \F 'EF  
must hold for 7r and W as above. 
Hence, our first assertion follows easily from 
(5) 
\F'eF iw] \F'EF. 
To establish the second assertion, define two maps av, by : ~" --* R by 
av (F) := #¢F  - #¢~ 
and 
by (f) := av (F) - ~ av (F'), 
F'EF 
for every F E 5 r .  Then, MSbius inversion implies immediately that 
au (E) = ~ bu (F) 
F E.~ 
must hold 1. Consequently, all that we have to show is that 
bv(F)=au(F)-  ~ av(F')=#~rF--#lr v -  ~ (#1rF,--#Tr~.,) 
F'~F F'¢F 
IInstead of using M6bius inversion, we could also have invoked the equally basic fact that, given a poset X and 
a map a : X ---* R, one always has a(x) = ~,vEx c(x, y)b(y) where c(x, y) denotes the number of paths from 
y to x in the directed Hasse graph associated with X whose vertex set is X and whose edge set consists of all 
(ordered) pairs (u, v) of vertices u, v with #{w E X I u < w _< v} = 2, and where b(y) is defined, for any y E X, 
by b(y) := a(y) - ~zEy.a(z) with  y_ defined by _y := {z  E X [ ~{z  ~ E X I z <_ z r <_ y )  .-- 2) ,  (generalising the 
definit ion of  F given above in case X :---- ~" and y :---- F E ~'). 
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coincides with 
for every F E .~'* o r~qu iva lent ly - - that  
F 'eF  \F '  e_.F 
holds for F E 9 v* which is precisely equation (5). 
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